Judge a puppet by its size, will you? Make up your own stories about the Jedi Master’s adventures with this fun Yoda puppet. It’s up to you which version you want to make—Prequel Trilogy Yoda, Clone Wars Yoda, or Original Trilogy Yoda.

WHAT YOU NEED
- Yoda body pattern
- Yoda robe pattern
- Scissors
- Green, brown, red, and tan or gray felt squares
- Straight pins
- Craft stick
- Googly eyes
- Glue

1. Cut out the Yoda body pattern on the next page and secure to the piece of green felt with straight pins. Then cut the felt following the pattern.

2. Cut out the Yoda robe pattern on the next page and secure to the piece of brown felt with straight pins. Then cut the felt following the pattern.

3. Now you need to make Yoda’s tunic. Cut out a piece of tan or gray felt a little larger than the collar opening of the robe. Glue this to the back of the robe.

4. Glue the robe and tunic to Yoda’s body.

5. Turn Yoda over and glue the craft stick to his back. Leave part of the stick exposed on the bottom so you have a handle for the puppet.

6. Finally, cut a small green square from the scrap felt for the nose and a small red triangle for the mouth. Glue these to Yoda’s head along with the googly eyes to make his face!
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There are two sets of patterns so you can share.